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Introduction
Solving the dichotomy between mass-production and individualised single piece production is the aim of ICD A2.
Additive manufacturing methods, like Selective Laser Melting (SLM), can be a main driver for producing individualised products at nearly the same costs as mass produced
products. The basic principle of Additive Manufacturing
is to manufacture a part layer by layer, utilising e.g. metal
powder. In contrast to sintering, during the SLM process
this metal powder is fully molten, and therefore 100%
dense parts with properties comparable to conventional
manufactured ones can be produced. Neither tools nor
moulds are required, in contrast to conventional manufacturing (e.g. die-cast). Comparing additive manufac-

turing with conventional manufacturing methods, cost
curves differ significantly (see figure above): and due to
lower start-up costs, small lot sizes can be produced cost
efficiently with additive manufacturing. This is a keyenabler for new business models focusing on highly
individualised products (“Individualisation for free“).
Manufacturing costs of additively manufactured parts
are almost completely independent of part complexity
(“Complexity for free“), and since the time and effort
needed for manufacturing is only depending on component volume, innovative products with integrated functionalities can be realised using additive manufacturing
methods like SLM (see fig. 2 and 3).

Figure 2: Helicopter part with lattice structure

Figure 3: Ressource-efficient stub axle
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Figure 4: Results of phase 1 and focus of phase 2

Practical Issues
Off-the-shelf SLM machines manufactured by considerable OEMs like EOS, SLM Solutions, Realizer and Concept
Laser are limited in regards to their productivity. By increasing laser power from 200 W to 1 kW and developing
a double-beam concept to realize the skin-core principle,
the process efficiency could be increased by a factor of
10 in the last five years. The double-beam concept utilises
a beam switch, to shape two different beam sizes, either
200 µm or 1 mm beam diameter (see fig. 4). This ability
to switch beam diameter, enables the machine to build
the contour of the additively manufactured part with
a laser spot size of 200 µm and small layer thicknesses
(approx. 50 µm) to achieve high accuracy, surface quality
and resolution. In contract, core sections only resemble
bulk material and therefore a beam diameter of 1 mm
and layer thicknesses of >200 µm are used to increase

the build-up rate without scarifying part quality. However, today there is not much experience yet in industrial applications of the skin-core principle with laser powers
exceeding 1 kW. Additionally, pre- and post-process work
is needed to prepare the machine results in a rather high
amount of nonproductive time and therefore resulting in
a lower efficiency of the SLM process. Also, utilisation of
the laser source itself is limited, since powder dispersion
and exposure to laser radiation are distinctive, nonparallelised process steps. A 100% laser utilisation cannot
be achieved with today’s SLM machines. Mechanical
properties of additively manufactured lattice structures
under load-bearing conditions are only sparsely available.
The huge potential of functionally optimised parts, by
integration of lattice structures (see fig. 6), today is far
from being utilisable.

Figure 5: Profile extrusion mould

Figure 6: Functional integrated rim-support
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Figure 7: Systematical approach for designing new SLM production systems

Approach
A possible solution needs to be based on a holistic
analysis of the SLM process, and the development of a reference architecture for “mould-less” production systems.
This holistic approach is necessary to harness SLM for
serial production. To improve the SLM machine technology, multiple concepts of each SLM machine module are
developed and evaluated in a systematic approach (see
fig. 7). Achieving nearly 100% utilisation of the laser,
and minimal non-productive time is the major guideline
during evaluation and creation of a complete nextgeneration SLM machine (see fig. 10). The new concept
for the laser utilisation calls for using the laser while the
powder is distributed (“on-the-fly”). Also, using multiple
laser sources in parallel will significantly reduce primary
processing time.

An innovative process chamber design should increase
the handling of the SLM machine. Multiple designs were
created and evaluated (see figures 8 and 9), with the
“sliding system” with two scanners systems and two separate lasers having the most positive impact on handling
and process efficiency.

Figure 8: Concept 1: Rail framework

Figure 9: Concept 2: Jib-arm framework

To increase build-rate even more, High Power Selective
Laser Melting (HP-SLM) was qualified for the maraging
steel 1.2709. Compared to phase one, adapted process
management and a further increase of laser power up to
2 kW will leverage the theoretical build-rate from 14 mm³
up to 23 mm³.
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Figure 10: Overall concept of the SLM-machine (CAD model)

Technical Challenges
Afterwards, tensile test specimens are manufactured and
tested to prove the mechanical properties. Finally, a functionally optimised mould insert used for profile extrusion
is manufactured utilising HP-SLM, to show the potential
on a real application part (see fig. 5).
To fully exploit the geometric potential of SLM, carefully
chosen lattice structures are manufactured and tested
for mechanical properties (see fig. 11 and 12). Those will
form the basis of a database for mechanical properties
of a wide range of lattice structures, to help optimising
additively manufactured parts regarding weight, function,
resource efficiency and to fully utilise the geometrical
potential of SLM manufactured parts.

Figure 11: Lattice structures fabrication by SLM

Major technical challenges are developing and shaping
innovative concepts for the different machine modules,
in order to achieve a nearly 100% utilisation of the laser
source, and minimise non-productive time. The degree
of novelty of the chosen concepts, e.g. the multi-beam
concept, also requires adapted process management in
the overlapping areas, and is managed on innovative
control system software, as well as innovative machine
components.

Figure 12: Mechanical tests on lattice structures
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Technical Data

Project Team

 Multi-beam concept
 “On-the-fly“-laser exposure
 Build envelope: 400x200x300 mm
 High Power SLM (HP SLM) process with up to 2 kW
laser power and build-rates of up to 23 mm³/s
 20-50% weight saving due to optimised, additively
manufactured parts
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Technical Infrastructure
 SLM machines:
 HP-SLM lab system S
 M Solutions 280 HL
 EOS EOSint M270
 Further R&D systems
 SLM-Software:
 SLM Control (in-house development)
 Marcam Autofab 1.8
 Materialise Magics 17
 Examples of testing equipment:
 Zeiss light microscope Axiophot
 Infinite Focus Alicona Imaging GmbH
 Zeiss LEO 1455 EP (REM + EDX)
 Schenck POZ 0673 (nominal force: 1000 N)
 Wick Z100 (nominal force: 100 kN)
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